EnAble
Working with architects and builders to forge a better
industry for all
Wall Framing - Never used prefabricated
walls???
Benefits include;
(i) Cost effectiveness
Prefabricated timber wall frames are manufactured off-site in a factory environment using
state of the art software and manufacturing equipment, and are delivered to site ready to
install with clear installation instructions. The reduced on-site erection times lead to

significantly reduced labour costs.
Prefab frames can also reduce the effect of wet weather delays.
Frames are individually detailed and engineered which optimises the timber components
to suit the design loads applied to them.
Manufacturing of frames optimises timber stock, leading to minimisation of timber

waste versus the on-site stick built alternative.
(ii) Piece of mind for building authorities and certifying engineers
As part of a fully engineered system, Able Truss will ensure that the critical studs, wall
plates, lintels and various tie downs and restraints are designed to support the roof and
upper storey loads. More importantly, the ‘right hand is guaranteed to be talking to the left
hand’ with Able Truss overseeing the design and manufacturing of the entire system.
(iii) Versatility of timber during construction
Timber is a material that all builders are familiar with and comfortable using. This provides
for flexibility on site when foundation errors exist or last minute changes are required.
(iv) One-stop-shop solution
Able Truss can provide builders with their complete roof and wall framing requirements as
part of a fully engineered system including lintels and beams.

Contact Able Truss on 9364 9544
accounts@abletruss.com.au

sales@abletruss.com.au

www.abletruss.com.au

Recent
Projects
Able

Truss recently
completed a
demanding, high
specification multi unit
project for Western
Developments in
Balwyn North.
On a sloping block with
curved rooves and
multiple levels, Able
Truss worked hand in
hand with the customer
to complete this note
worthy project.
We have extensive
experience in similar
developments – call us
if we can help you in
any way!

Guaranteed quality, Personalized service
Proud supporters of the YMCA's Bridge project – providing hope, inspiring dreams for our
youth

